Université de Rennes 1 is located in the capital city of western France, 5th largest French region in terms of research and development staff. Rennes is the 8th largest French student city, with 67,000 students, 8,000 international.

Welcome to Université de Rennes 1
Université de Rennes 1 member of EDUC, the European DigitalUniverCity

International key partners (Training & Research)

International training offer
- Double-degrees in Europe
- Double-degrees and delocalized training in the rest of the world
- Programmes taught in English at Université de Rennes 1

Mobilities (students and staff)
- International students key figures
- Outgoing student mobility
- Outgoing staff mobility
Université de Rennes 1, which finds its roots in the XVth century, is among the 12 main universities in France. It is a multidisciplinary university with a reputation for excellence and dynamic research. Located in the centre of a human-scale city, it is just 1.5 hours away from Paris.

Université de Rennes 1 is a research-intensive university, willing to fully take part in the major challenges of innovation and knowledge of our century. Its expertise in research and its links with the economic sector have made Université de Rennes 1 renowned on an international scale.

Université de Rennes 1 has got 17 IRP (International Research Project, former LIAs), 4 IRN (International Research Networks), and offers degrees taught entirely in English in the fields of Chemistry, Environmental science, Mathematics, Computer Sciences, Business and management, Economics.

The «Bienvenue en France» label awards the quality of services provided to international students by French universities.
UNIVERSITE DE RENNES 1, MEMBER OF EDUC

Université de Rennes is a member of EDUC Alliance, one of the 17 first European Universities selected by the European Commission in 2019.

EDUC aims to strengthen the European identification process by enhancing knowledge creation and by putting forward European skills acquisition through digitally supported cross-campus and cross-disciplinary teaching activities as well as various learning opportunities.

The graduates will acquire competencies not only to create their individual journey through higher education systems but also to empower them to act as self-conscious European citizens. The students will receive a high-level, profoundly European education on the path to an EDUC degree system in 2025.

EDUC will create a community of practice to experience and enact the common values and cultural diversity.
International KEY PARTNERS

Research & training

3,200 international students
17 International Research Networks with CNRS or Inserm
1 International research Lab
33 Double-degrees
Southeast University and Université de Rennes 1 started their cooperation as early as in 1989.

In 2006, both parties jointly established Sino-French Biomedical Information Research Centre. Thanks to the exchanges and cooperation for almost 30 years, both parties have formed sound cooperative relationship of supplementation in respect of scientific research and teaching. Moreover, fruitful cooperation results have been obtained. At the same time, the cooperation between the two universities has been highly recognized by the governments of both countries.

Rennes Graduate School of Southeast University was officially inaugurated in May 2017, on the scientific Campus of Université de Rennes 1.

Rennes Graduate school of SEU offers Master's degree and Doctorates in the fields of Signal and image processing, Electronics, Chemistry, Economy and management, Biology and Health.


It is administered by the historic university of Azerbaijan - the Azerbaijan State Oil and Industry University (ASOIU-), and University of Strasbourg (Unistra).

UFAZ students will receive two national diplomas (French and Azerbaijani) upon graduation – one by the Azerbaijan State Oil and Industry University and another by University of Strasbourg or University of Rennes 1 (depending on their specialty).

Université de Rennes 1 provides a professional Bachelor degree in the fields of Oil exploration and exploitation, with courses given by specialist teachers of our University Institute of Technology of Lannion.
Long-lasting collaboration between INRS and Université de Rennes 1 has led to several strong partnerships, among which:

- **Master’s degree in Molecular and Cellular Biology** (department of Life Sciences), INRS-IRSET
- **Master’s degree in geotechnology** Water sciences and Earth Sciences, INRS-OSUR
- **International Research Project RE-SO** (Exploitation of deep sea resources and protection of surface water resources: relations between science and decision-making, in association with the CNRS)

French-Georgian University (FGU)

Tbilisi, Georgia

The FGU emerged on 26 May 2018, when was signed in Tbilisi an intergovernmental agreement between the French ministry of Europe and Foreign Affairs, Jean-Yves Le Drian, and Mikheil Chkhenkeli, the Deputy Minister of Education of Georgia.

FGU complements the French training offered by Université de Rennes 1 in the Caucasus area, and also constitute an opportunity for students of surrounding regions such as Iran, to be able to get a French degree locally.

Université de Rennes 1 provides a professional Bachelor’s degree « Food Technology, production management in Milk Industry » taught by professors of the University Technology Institute of Saint-Brieuc.

At the end of their training, students will be awarded a double-degree, by Université de Rennes 1 and by Georgian Technical University (GTU).
The international Research laboratory CNRS-St-Gobain – Laboratory for Innovative Key materials and Structures (LINK), is hosted by the National Institute for Materials Science (NIMS) in Tsukuba, Japan. It was launched in 2014.

Université de Rennes 1 is one of the partners through the “mirror laboratory” based at the Chemical Sciences Institute (UMR CNRS 6226). This common laboratory is the result of a long and fruitful partnership, that started in 2010.

Every year, common workshops take place alternatively in Japan or in France, enabling to exchange around results of cooperations.
INTERNATIONAL TRAINING OFFER
& double-degrees
Double-degrees & delocalised training courses in Europe

BELGIUM
- University of Louvain-La-Neuve
- University of Antwerp
- University of Ghent
- University of Hasselt
- University of Namur
- Catholic University of Leuven
- KU Leuven
- Université catholique de Louvain
- Université libre de Bruxelles
- Université nationale des sciences et technologies du Luxembourg
- Université de Liège
- University College Dublin

NETHERLANDS
- University of Amsterdam
- Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam
- Maastricht University
- University of Twente
- University of Utrecht
- University of Wageningen

SWITZERLAND
- University of Fribourg
- University of Geneva
- University of Lausanne
- University of Neuchâtel
- University of St Gallen
- University of Zurich

ITALY
- University of Bari
- University of Bologna
- University of Cagliari
- University of Catania
- University of Firenze
- University of Florence
- University of Genova
- University of Milano
- University of Milano Bicocca
- University of Padova
- University of Pavia
- University of Roma La Sapienza
- University of Torino
- University of Turin
- University of Verona

SPAIN
- University of Barcelona
- University of Deusto
- University of Granada
- University of Malaga
- University of Murcia
- University of Navarra
- University of Oviedo
- University of Pablo de Olavide
- University of Salamanca
- University of Santiago de Compostela
- University of Seville
- University of Zaragoza

PORTUGAL
- University of Algarve
- University of Aveiro
- University of Beira Interior
- University of Biphar
- University of Coimbra
- University of Évora
- University of Minho
- University ofPorto
- University of Trás-os-Montes e Alto Douro

GERMANY
- University of Augsburg
- University of Bonn
- University of Bremen
- University of Berlin
- University of Bielefeld
- University of Bochum
- University of Braunschweig
- University of Chemnitz
- University of Erfurt
- University of Erlangen-Nuremberg
- University of Göttingen
- University of Hamburg
- University of Heidelberg
- University of Kiel
- University of Koln
- University of Konstanz
- University of Leipzig
- University of Marburg
- University of Münster
- University of Oldenburg
- University of Potsdam
- University of Saarbrücken
- University of Siegen
- University of Stuttgart
- University of Tübingen
- University of Ulm
- University of Würzburg

LUXEMBURG
- University of Luxembourg

CZECH REPUBLIC
- Masaryk University
- Technical University of Liberec
- University of Brno
- University of South Bohemia

POLAND
- Poznan University of Economics
- University of Gdańsk
- Adam Mickiewicz University
- University of Opole
- University of Wrocław

RUSSIA
- Lobachevsky State University
- National Research University Higher School of Economics
- Moscow State University

UNITED KINGDOM
- University of Exeter
- University of Sheffield

IRELAND
- University College Dublin

SPAIN
- University of Oviedo
- University of Pablo de Olavide
- University of Granada

PORTUGAL
- University of Minho

GERMANY
- University of Augsburg
- University of Bielefeld
- University of Bremen
- University of Bochum
- University of Bonn
- University of Braunschweig
- University of Chemnitz
- University of Erfurt
- University of Erlangen-Nuremberg
- University of Göttingen
- University of Heidelberg
- University of Kiel
- University of Koln
- University of Konstanz
- University of Leipzig
- University of Marburg
- University of Münster
- University of Oldenburg
- University of Potsdam
- University of Siegen
- University of Stuttgart
- University of Tübingen
- University of Ulm
- University of Würzburg

BELGIUM
- University of Leuven
- KU Leuven
- Université catholique de Louvain
- Université libre de Bruxelles

NETHERLANDS
- University of Amsterdam
- Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam
- Maastricht University
- University of Twente
- University of Utrecht
- University of Wageningen

SWITZERLAND
- University of Fribourg
- University of Geneva
- University of Lausanne
- University of Neuchâtel
- University of St Gallen
- University of Zurich

ITALY
- University of Bari
- University of Bologna
- University of Cagliari
- University of Catania
- University of Firenze
- University of Florence
- University of Genova
- University of Milano
- University of Milano Bicocca
- University of Padova
- University of Pavia
- University of Roma La Sapienza
- University of Torino
- University of Turin
- University of Verona

SPAIN
- University of Barcelona
- University of Deusto
- University of Granada
- University of Malaga
- University of Murcia
- University of Navarra
- University of Oviedo
- University of Pablo de Olavide
- University of Salamanca
- University of Santiago de Compostela
- University of Seville
- University of Zaragoza

PORTUGAL
- University of Algarve
- University of Aveiro
- University of Beira Interior
- University of Biphar
- University of Coimbra
- University of Évora
- University of Minho
- University ofPorto
- University ofTrás-os-Montes e Alto Douro

GERMANY
- University of Augsburg
- University of Bonn
- University of Bremen
- University of Bochum
- University of Bonn
- University of Braunschweig
- University of Chemnitz
- University of Erfurt
- University of Erlangen-Nuremberg
- University of Göttingen
- University of Heidelberg
- University of Kiel
- University of Koln
- University of Konstanz
- University of Leipzig
- University of Marburg
- University of Münster
- University of Oldenburg
- University of Potsdam
- University of Siegen
- University of Stuttgart
- University of Tübingen
- University of Ulm
- University of Würzburg

LUXEMBURG
- University of Luxembourg

CZECH REPUBLIC
- Masaryk University
- Technical University of Liberec
- University of Brno
- University of South Bohemia

POLAND
- Poznan University of Economics
- University of Gdańsk
- Adam Mickiewicz University
- University of Opole
- University of Wrocław

RUSSIA
- Lobachevsky State University
- National Research University Higher School of Economics
- Moscow State University

UNITED KINGDOM
- University of Exeter
- University of Sheffield

IRELAND
- University College Dublin
Double-degrees & delocalised training courses
in the rest of the world

CHINA
Rennes Graduate school of South-East University
Master to PhD degrees in the fields of:
- Electronics
- Electrical energy
- Communicating systems
- Economy and management
- Biology
- Health sciences

GEORGIA
- Georgian Technical University
  Bachelor Production management in milk industry
- Tbilisi State University
  Master Mathematics & Applications
  Master Computational Modeling

AZERBAIJAN
- Azerbaijan State Oil and Industry University
  Bachelor Oil exploration and development

BURUNDI
- University of Bujumbara
  Bachelor Computer sciences

PERU
- National University of Trujillo
  Bachelor International Business

IVORY COAST
- Félix Houphouet Boigny Polytechnical Institute
  Bachelor Computer sciences

CANADA
- University of Ottawa
  LLM with focus on International Trade law & foreign investment
- University of Quebec in Trois Rivières
  Master Business Administration
  Master management control & information systems
  Master Accounting, Control & Audit
  Master Financial analysis and strategy
  Master Management & development of marketing projects
  Master Philosophy
- INRS National Institute of Research and Science
  Master Geotechnical (Water science)
  Master Molecular and cellular biology

UNITED STATES
- University of West Alabama
  Bachelor International Business

MAROCCO
- Marocco Higher institute of Business engineering
  Master Management control & information systems
  Master Accounting, Control & Audit
  Master Financial analysis and strategy
  Master International Business

BRAZIL
- Universidade Federal do Parana
  Master Philosophy

VORY COAST
- Félix Houphouet Boigny Polytechnical Institute
  Bachelor Computer sciences

CAMEROON
- University of Yaoundé
  Master Social/solidarity-based economy
  Master Banking, Money, Finance

GEORGIA
- Georgian Technical University
  Bachelor Production management in milk industry
- Tbilisi State University
  Master Mathematics & Applications
  Master Computational Modeling

AZERBAIJAN
- Azerbaijan State Oil and Industry University
  Bachelor Oil exploration and development

VIETNAM
- Foreign Trade University (Hanoi)
  Master Accounting, Control & Audit
- University of Finance and Marketing (Ho Chi Minh)
  Master Economy and public management
- University of Science (Ho Chi Minh)
  Master Applied Mathematics

UNITED STATES
- University of West Alabama
  Bachelor International Business

BURUNDI
- University of Bujumbara
  Bachelor Computer sciences
Programmes taught in English

• Summer schools
ENSSAT Engineering school (Lannion campus)
EIT Digital summer school (Rennes campus)

• Bachelor programmes
Bachelor’s degree in Life science (international track)
Bachelor’s degree in Business and Applied economics

• Master programmes
Chemistry: Master CatgreenChem
Environmental science:
- International MSc Biodiversity Ecology and Evolution
- ‘IMABEE’ Master Functional Behavioural and Evolutionary Ecology
- Master Ecology of Global changes
Physics and properties of the matter:
- Master Nanosciences, Nanomaterials & Nanotechnologies

Computer Sciences:
- Master Cloud and Network infrastructures
- Master Cybersecurity
- Master Computer Sciences (Research-oriented)
- Master in Data Science
- Master in Fintech (Finance Technology)- economy + computer sciences
Mathematics: Master programme in Fundamental Mathematics
Management:
- Master Marketing, Franchising, Retail
- Master in International Human Resources project management
- MBA in International Management
Economics:
- Master of Finance, (research-oriented)
- International Master in Public Finance

ERASMUS MUNDUS MaMaSELF+ is a 2-year international Master course delivering multiple Master degrees, and recognized as a European high-level training in this field since 2007. It covers fundamentals of Materials and also proposes focus on energy related applications. The Master course’s structure consists in 3 semesters of classes plus a 4th semester dedicated to a Master-thesis/internship in highly recognized European universities in France, Germany, Italy and Poland.

Students at the central library © UR1/F.Obé
MOBILITIES
students & staff
International students
Individual or exchange students
3,000 international students

Top 5 Nationalities
International students
1. Morocco (562)
2. China (352)
3. Algeria (239)
4. Vietnam (160)
5. Cameroon (147)

Top 5 Nationalities
European students
1. Germany (106)
2. Italy (92)
3. Spain (68)
4. Romania (53)
5. United Kingdom (50)

European and CIS: 19.4%
Maghreb: 27.9%
Asia and Pacific: 16%
Sub-Saharan Africa: 24.8%
Near and Middle East: 5.1%
Americas: 6.4%

Life-long learning
Mathematics
Life sciences
Medicine
Law faculty
Philosophy
ENSSAT Engineering school
ESIR Engineering School
IPAG Administration school
Pharmacy
Dentistry
IUT Lannion
IUT Rennes
IUT St Brieuc
IUT Saint Malo

Faculty of economics
IGR Graduate school of management
ISTIC Computer sciences
ISTIC - Computer sciences
Pharmacy
IGR Graduate School of Management
Faculty of economics
IPAG Administration School
Law faculty
Medicine
Life sciences
Mathematics

Number of European and International
students per faculty, school or institute
source: University annual report on student population (2018-2019)

Our University Institutes of Technology
provide professional degrees in two years (DUT) and professional Bachelor's degrees
in various fields, such as law, engineering, telecommunication, journalism, food
industry, material sciences...

Academic fields

Exchange students at the Faculty of Economics © UR1/F. Obé

Faculty/Department
School/Institute
University Institute of Technology (IUT)
Outgoing student mobility

1,274 students from Université de Rennes 1 involved in a mobility abroad:

**TOP 5 destinations for academic mobility**

1. Canada (63)
2. Spain (54)
3. Germany (50)
4. United Kingdom (48)

**TOP 5 destinations for internships**

1. United Kingdom (82)
2. Canada (86)
3. Spain (60)
4. China (50)
5. Germany (42)

Partner universities for student mobility

Country/Geographic area

- Partner universities for student mobility
- Internship programmes
- Academic mobility programmes

* Medical internships only: Morocco (10), Guinea Conakry (6), Madagascar (5), Ethiopia (4)
Outgoing staff mobility

723 staff mobilities (academic and non-academic)

TOP 3 destinations for staff mobility
1- Europe (417)
2- Asia (96)
3- Africa and North America (67)

NOTES
CONTACT

2 rue du Thabor - CS 46510
35 065 RENNES Cedex
FRANCE

International Office

Pôle Numérique Rennes Beaulieu,
263 Avenue Général Leclerc

+33 2 23 23 33 71
dari@listes-rennes1.fr